tional organization entitled the International Committee Monitoring ART (ICMART) has been established for this purpose. There was voluntarily collected data of 2184 clinics from 52 countries including the type of clinics, cycles and protocols, pregnancy rates, take-home babies, twin birth rates and pregnancy complications in the last report in 2004. Unfortunaly, most African and Asian countries do not report their data and even there is no national data registry for ART services in these countries (4) .
Another important factor for improving ART success rate is rigorous monitoring of IVF clinics and their procedures through quality control and quality assurance as total quality management (TQM). TQM is a prerequisite for successful management of an IVF clinic. Unfortunately, a large number of centers are neglecting the role of TQM and also there are no established performance indicators for ART laboratories. In most clinics running TQM, no peer-based external inspection was provisioned to supervise its excellence implementation. At recent, College of American Pathologists (CAP) in collaboration with the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) designed an accreditation program regarding the needs of IVF laboratories. In Europian countries, ESHRE has developed a certification program for centers through a careful evaluation of defined standards and on site visit. Skilled inspectors will assess centres according to ESHRE standards to provide advice for continuous improvement. However, this certification program and systemic inspection is not performed in most Asian and African countries (5).
In conclusion, it seems that expansion of national and international IVF registry and changing it from voluntary status to a mandatory duty and also monitoring the accuracy of reported data will be effective in efficiency promotion and performance transparency of IVF clinics. In addition, continuous monitoring and inspection of IVF clinics by authorities and strict enforcement on TQM implementation will definitely play a critical role in improvement of performance and protecting patients' rights. The future is bright, since rigorous efforts of scientists and scholars have always solved most of complications and improve ART outcomes.
